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1 Planning an Act of Pilotage

1.1 Acquiring relevant data to facilitate the act of pilotage

1.2 Preparing the port pilotage plan

1.3 Re-assessing the plan and modifying as necessary

Description of unit

This unit provides the student with the knowledge of the information required to effectively
plan a passage in the approaches to and within the pilotage area.  The unit covers the
acquisition of information from within the ship and from national, international and local
sources.  The unit covers the fundamental aspects of navigation including the ability to
identify the most suitable route and to be able to transfer these effectively to a chart and
pilotage plan.

This unit enables the student to understand the effect of environmental conditions on the
conduct of the ship and enables him to plan for tides, currents, winds and swell within the
pilotage plan area.  This unit identifies the importance of detailed local knowledge in
the preparation of a Port Pilotage plan and guides the student to consider the relevant
information.

The unit also identifies factors that may affect the execution of a pilotage plan and
factors that may cause the plan to be re-assessed, modified and if necessary aborted.
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1.1 Acquiring relevant data to facilitate the act of pilotage

1.1.1 Understanding the precautions necessary with different types of cargo

• how different vessels carry different types of cargo
• how some cargoes can be dangerous
• how some cargoes can be hazardous
• the precautions to be taken when navigating a vessel that is carrying dangerous

or hazardous cargoes
• the formalities and reporting procedures that need to be followed when

navigating a vessel carrying a dangerous or hazardous cargo
• the problems associated with a vessel carrying containers or deck cargoes
• how some vessels may be restricted in the route they wish to take
• the action that needs to be taken in an emergency to avoid pollution
• that in some circumstances a vessel may be barred from entering a port or

have to proceed to a safe area due to an emergency on board 

1.1.2 Understanding the use of anchors

• the constructional features of anchors and cables
• the common methods of marking anchor cables
• examples of reports given by anchoring officer to the bridge
• defining the following terms:- walk out, weigh, foul, brought up, compressor,

gypsy, devils claw, bow stopper, spurling pipe, hawse pipe, bitter end.
• preparations on the focs’le preparatory to letting go and weighing anchor
• the operations of letting go and weighing anchors
• the factors governing the selection of a suitable anchorage
• the factors which determine the scope of cable

1.1.3 Knowing the different types of anchors, their advantages and
disadvantages

• how an anchor works
• the names of different types of anchor
• defining a high holding power anchor
• the efficiency of the different types of anchor
• the special uses of the different types of anchor
• the advantages and disadvantages of the different types of anchor

1.1.4 Understanding the operation of hanging off an anchor

• the operation of hanging off the anchor and estimating the time required
• the operation of securing to a buoy with the anchor cable
• the operation of sending cable ashore to secure the ship to a bollard
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1.1.5 Understanding how to slip cables

• how to slip the cable in an emergency from the bitter end
• how to slip the cable when the anchor cannot be recovered

1.1.6 Understanding how to clear a foul anchor or hawse

• methods of clearing anchor fouled with debris etc
• methods of clearing an anchor fouled with a submarine cable
• how to overcome difficulties of housing the anchor
• how to prevent a foul hawse developing
• methods of clearing a foul hawse with the help of a tug
• the operation of clearing a foul hawse without a tug

1.1.7 Knowing the preparations for anchoring

• the factors involved when selecting an anchorage
• the factors affecting the amount of cable in use
• the operation of anchoring with a single anchor
• how to ascertain if the ship is dragging and the action to be taken
• how to prevent yawing when lying to a single anchor
• the operation of weighing anchors

1.1.8 Understanding mooring and anchoring in a tideway and confined waters

• the advantages and disadvantages of mooring as against single anchor
• the advantages and disadvantages of a dropping moor as against a running

moor
• the procedure for weighing anchors when leaving a moor

1.1.9 Understanding the use of pilot ladders

• how and where the pilot ladder should be rigged
• how to arrange the safe boarding of the ship from the ladder
• the ancillary equipment which must be provided with the ladder
• the required arrangements if the access distance exceeds 9 metres
• that the rigging and the use of the ladder must be supervised by a responsible

officer
• the precautions which must be taken when a hoist is used

1.1.10 Understanding the supervision of mooring operations

• the preparation of each end of the vessel for mooring operations for both berth
arrival and departure

• the precautions to be taken during mooring operations as given in the code of
safe working practices

• the need for good communications between the mooring deck and the bridge
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1.1.11 Understanding the basic principles of ship handling

• that for the rudder to be effective there must be a flow of water over the rudder
and understands the term initial steering effect

• the effect of transverse thrust when going ahead and astern with a single
propeller

• the effect of wind and tide on a vessel
• the relationship between tactical diameter and ship length
• how to effect an emergency stop in open and confined waters
• the advantages and disadvantages of controllable pitch propellers
• how to manoeuvre a vessel having a single or twin propellers with or without

tide in turning it short round, bringing a vessel to anchor and berthing the
vessel

• how a small underkeel clearance can affect the vessel
• the effect of bank action
• the effect of interaction between two vessels
• the effect of squat and how it can be altered

1.1.12 Knowing the shape of the earth and related terms and definitions

• the earth as an ellipsoid.  Compression and how it is measured
• the earth’s poles, equator, great circles, small circles, spherical angles and

triangles.  Poles of a great circle and its vertex
• latitude and longitude and parallels of latitude. The prime meridian, meridians

of longitude 
• direction on the earth’s surface
• the sea mile, international nautical miles, the cable and the knot

1.1.13 Stating the requirements of a chart appropriate for marine navigation

• the Mercator chart as a mathematical projection and understands the principles
of construction

• the properties of the chart and the degree to which it meets navigational
requirements and its limitations

• the natural scale of the chart

1.1.14 Understanding the principles of coastal navigation

• true magnetic and compass north
• how to obtain magnetic variation from the chart in use
• how to obtain the deviation for any direction of the ship’s head from a

deviation card
• how to calculate the true heading given the compass heading, deviation and

variation, and vice versa
• how to apply a gyro compass error to convert a gyro heading into a true

heading and vice versa
• how to apply the compass error to convert a compass bearing into a true

bearing and vice versa
• how to compare the compass or gyro bearing of objects in transit with the true

bearing to obtain the error
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1.1.15 Understanding position and position line

• how to plot the vessel position on the chart from a series of compass bearings
• the use of a single position line in making an anchorage or harbour entrance

or clearing a danger
• how to derive latitude and longitude of a position with reference to the scaled

borders of the chart
• how to measure track angle and track distance between two positions on the

chart
• how to calculate the time required to travel between two positions along a track

given the speed of the vessel

1.1.16 Understanding Dead Reckoning and estimated position

• how to determine the DR position reached after steering a given course and
steaming a given distance from a given position

• that the effect of wind will move a vessel bodily to leeward and how to
counteract this movement

• how to obtain from the information on the chart or from other sources the set
and rate of the tidal stream

• how to determine the estimated position of the vessel based on the course and
distance since the last known position with an estimation made for any leeway
and set and drift of the tide

• how to obtain the estimated ground track and speed of the vessel from the initial
and estimated positions

• how to obtain the water track given the ground track, set and drift or rate of the
tide

• how to obtain the ship’s course given the water track and the leeway angle
• how to determine the water track required to counteract an estimated tidal

stream, given the ship’s speed, thence from a subsequent fix obtain the actual
set and drift of the tidal stream experienced during the interval

1.1.17 Understanding the information provided on a chart

• the symbols and abbreviations on a chart
• coastline, contours, and bottom topography
• suitable passages, approaches and anchorages
• how to identify radar responsive targets on a chart and to appreciate how they

would appear on the radar screen
• methods of updating Admiralty charts and publications
• the use of Chart 5011, the mariner’s handbook and other navigational

publications as aids to understanding the chart
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1.1.18 Using Admiralty Tide tables

• spring and neap tides, height of tide, MHWS, MHWN, MLWS, MLWN, tidal range,
chart datum, drying heights, and height of shore objects

• how to find predicted time and height of high and low water at both standard and
secondary ports

• how to determine spring and neap ranges for both standard and secondary
posts

• how to use tables and tidal curves to calculate the height of the tide at a given
time

• how to use tables and tidal curves to calculate the time at which a given height
of tide will occur

• how to recognise the difference between predicted and actual range of the tide
and the height of the tide at any given instance

• the factors that will affect the actual tide as compared to the predicted tide

1.1.19 Having an understanding of maritime terminology

• defining the following terms:- extreme breadth, moulded breadth, moulded
depth, draught, freeboard, length overall, length on the waterline, forward
and after perpendicular, length between perpendiculars, nett and gross
tonnage, bale and grain capacities, load displacement, light displacement,
deadweight, loaded deadweight

1.1.20 Having a general understanding of terms used in navigation

• defining the following terms: course to steer, water track, ground track, set &
drift, leeway, ranges of lights, port, starboard, bow, stern, ahead, astern,
abeam, relative bearings

1.1.21 Understanding the mariner’s compass and its associated equipment

• the construction of the liquid compass
• projector and reflector compasses
• the azimuth mirror and demonstrates its use
• the pelorus

1.1.22 Understanding variation and deviation

• how variation changes with position on the earth’s surface and changes year by
year

• how to obtain the variation at any given time
• how the variation is applied to obtain the magnetic course or bearing and vice

versa
• how deviation changes with change of vessel’s heading
• ways of obtaining the deviation for any particular heading
• how the deviation is applied to obtain the compass course or bearing and vice

versa
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1.1.23 Understanding the properties of a free gyroscope

• gyroscopic inertia and precession
• drift and tilt
• how a free gyroscope is converted into a gyro compass
• different methods of control
• gravity and sensing control using a liquid ballistic
• gravity control using a pendulum effect
• different methods of damping and how damping is achieved

1.1.24 Describing errors associated with a gyro compass

• latitude, course and speed error, and its correction
• ballistic deflection
• the relationship between ballistic deflection and change of speed error
• settling error and its correction

1.1.25 Understanding compass repeater systems

• the principle and operation of a gyro repeater system
• the principle and operation of a magnetic compass repeater system

1.1.26 Understanding the automatic pilot systems

• the basic principles and operation of automatic pilot systems
• the tolerances and limits of the various controls
• an adaptive auto-pilot

1.1.27 Understanding rate of turn indicators

• the basic principles involved in the operation of a rate of turn indicator

1.1.28 Understanding hydrographic principles

• projections and concepts of geodesy
• the geoid and how it is defined
• how the surveyor reduces his measurement to the geoid
• the different types of spheroids in use
• how the surveyor reduces his measurements from the geoid to the spheroid
• geodetic latitude, astronomic latitude and geocentric latitude
• the different types of projections in use
• how distortion takes place when transferring position from the spheroid to a

projection
• the different types of grid in use
• projection scale factor, grid scale constant and natural scale
• convergency and arc to chord correction
• the different types of co-ordinate systems in use
• how co-ordinates are shifted from one grid to another
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1.1.29 Understanding the basics of hydrographic surveying

• the concepts of a hydrographic survey
• the different types of survey that can be carried out
• how a surveyor will determine the length of time between regular surveys
• the different types of survey echo sounders
• the principles of a side scan sonar
• how the surveyor decides on the selection of sounding to be shown on the

survey chart
• how soundings are related to chart datum
• how chart datum varies from one place to another
• how the finished charts is promulgated

1.1.30 Understanding the principles of meteorology

• frontal systems and associated weather
• the structure of a warm and cold front
• the weather associated with the passage of a warm and cold front
• the development of a mid latitude depression
• the life cycle of a mid latitude depression
• the weather associated with the passage of an occluded and unoccluded front
• the synoptic pattern associated with an occluded front
• the weather associated with a non frontal weather system
• the synoptic pattern associated with a non frontal trough
• the weather associated with a non frontal trough
• the synoptic pattern associated with an anticyclone
• the weather associated with an anticyclone
• the synoptic pattern associated with a ridge of high pressure
• the weather associated with a ridge of high pressure
• the synoptic pattern associated with a col
• the weather associated with a col

1.1.31 Using available weather information

• knowledge of the weather services available around the United Kingdom
• the type of weather information available from the Meteorological Office
• the information contained in the BBC weather bulletins and their transmission

times
• the approximate location of the forecast areas
• when gale warnings are broadcast
• other sources where weather information can be obtained
• the following terms used in weather forecasting:
Ø terms relating to visibility
Ø terms relating to pressure tendency
Ø terms relating to times of warnings
Ø terms relating to speed of weather systems
Ø terms relating to wind shifts
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Outcomes and assessment criteria

1.1 Outcome Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Identify all relevant factual
information regarding the vessel

list all the factors that should be on the pilot
card

list any special considerations regarding the
vessel that should be taken into account

list any special consideration regarding the
cargo that should be taken into account

2 Ascertain the state of the vessel identify any problems regarding the
manoeuvring of the vessel

identify any defects in the navigation equipment

identify any problems that may affect the safe
navigation of the vessel

3 Ascertain whether the vessel has
visited the port before

list the sources where information on past visits
can be obtained

identify any problems that may be relevant to
the present visit

4 Ascertain the latest tidal and
hydrographic information

list the sources where hydrographic information
can be obtained

list the sources of information where the latest
tidal information can be obtained

list the factors that could cause the actual tide
to be different to predicated

list any other information that could be relevant
to the safe passage and berthing of the vessel

5 Ascertain the intentions of the
vessels

identify the pilot boarding stations and the
pilotage area

identify the position and names of all the berths
within the port

identify all anchorages within the port area

identify where tugs will be engaged

identify what mooring gangs are required
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6 Ascertain the weather condition
prevailing during the pilotage

list the sources where weather information can
be obtained

identify the problems associated with abnormal
weather conditions

identify the problems associated with abnormal
tidal conditions

7 Ascertain the factors that may
affect the passage

identify the factors that may cause the pilotage
plan to be altered

explain the importance of tidal windows

identify the factors that may cause the passage
to be aborted

8 Ascertain whether all information
is available

list the information that will be required for the
safe passage of the vessel

identify any information that is not available

identify sources where additional information
can be obtained

9 Have an understanding of nautical
terminology

demonstrate a knowledge of the terms to be
used in relation to the ship and the terms used
in navigation

10 Understand the mariner’s
compass (gyro & magnetic) and
the associated equipment

explain the effects of variation and deviation

identify the properties of a free gyro and the
factors affecting its accuracy

explain the operation of the automatic pilot,
compass repeater systems and rate of turn
indicators

11 Understand meteorological
principles

identify the meteorological factors that affect
the act of pilotage
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1.2 Preparing the port pilotage plan

1.2.1 Appraising the requirements of the pilotage plan

• the importance of a check list
• the navigational publication to be consulted when appraising and planning a

passage
• appropriate means of monitoring the vessel’s progress during the passage
• methods by which navigational information is promulgated

1.2.2 Planning a pilotage plan

• the navigational aids available to facilitate the passage both in clear and
restricted weather

• the depths of water with respect to ship’s draught
• the nature of the bottom with respect to holding ground
• the availability of vessel traffic services
• safe speeds for each stage of the passage
• contingency plans for emergencies which may arise during the passage
• monitoring techniques appropriate to the plan

1.2.3 Using information contained in the Admiralty Tide Tables

• the height of the tide for a given time at a standard or secondary port
• the time the tide will be at a required height at a standard or secondary port
• the times between which a vessel will be neaped
• the tidal stream at any time from tidal steam tables

1.2.4 Interpreting on a plotting sheet information obtained from a radar display

• how to evaluate true course, speed and aspect of one or more targets
• alteration of course and/or speed required to achieve a given CPA for any

target
• distances and time of CPA of any target resulting from an alteration of course

and/or speed of own vessel
• set and drift from a radar observation of a light vessel or navigational mark
• knowledge of the collision regulations with respect to the use of radar which will

justify the action to be taken in any radar situation

1.2.5 Recognising the importance of bridge procedures

• factors in establishing effective bridge teamwork procedures
• the need for exchange of information between Master and Pilot and

appreciating the form that this may take
• the Master’s continuing responsibility for safe navigation
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1.2.6 Interpreting the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea

• where the regulations apply
• how to interpret the responsibility rule
• how to interpret the safe speed rule
• how to interpret the Risk of Collision rule
• how to interpret the Narrow Channel rule
• how to apply the rules to identify all types of ships by lights or shapes from any

aspect
• the meaning of all sound signals in the rules
• the action to take to avoid collision in all conditions of visibility
• recognition of any buoy used in the International Maritime Buoyage system for

region A from the buoy shape, colouring, topmark or light
• the direction of buoyage and how this is portrayed on charts

1.2.7 Understanding the principles of radar

• the method by which a radar installation gathers information and presents it on
a visual display

• the echo principle and its application to radar pulses
• the components on a simple block diagram of a radar installation
• the path followed by a single radar pulse from transmission to target and return
• the path followed by a returning echo through the receiver to the display
• the method by which a CRT displays an echo at the correct range and bearing
• the radar horizon and the factors affecting the distance from the observer

1.2.8 Demonstrating an ability to set controls to obtain an optimum display of
targets

• how to identify ship’s head up, North up, course up, fixed centred, and true
motion presentation and aligning the display to the specific mode

• the correct adjustment of brilliance, gain and tuning controls, recognises
maladjustments

• the correct adjustment of the sea clutter and precipitation controls and
demonstrates their correct adjustment

• the functions of the remaining controls and demonstrates the use of range and
bearing controls and reporting procedures

• radar echo and the factors affecting the interpretation of a display e.g. shadow
sectors radar-to-radar interference and other spurious echoes

• the function that can be used to reduce or eliminate unwanted responses
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1.2.9 Describing true navigational information provided by the radar and its
practical application

• sources of error in the accuracy of radar ranges and bearings
• the ability to fix the ship’s position by plotting ranges and/or bearings
• how to compare the chart and PPI for radar conspicuous targets
• the appearance of racons on the radar display
• an understanding of and the practical use of navigational parallel index

techniques
• how a radar display can be superimposed on to an electronic chart and the

inherent errors in matching the two displays

1.2.10 Describing the use of radar as an aid to collision avoidance

• the principles of the relative and true plots
• how to plot a succession of fixes as a relative plot, obtaining the true course

and speed of a target and predicting the CPA and TCPA
• the value of the knowledge of aspect of a target

1.2.11 Demonstrating the ability to use controls on an ARPA display

• the information provided by ARPA equipment for navigation and collision
avoidance

• the correct inputs of course and speed
• the controls to acquire and cancel targets
• true and relative vectors
• how to adjust vector length to assess CPA and TCPA
• the information obtained from track history and trail manoeuvre facilities

1.2.12 Understanding the uses of navigational instruments

• distance and speed measuring devices
• the principles, operation and errors of pressure logs
• the principles, operation and errors of impeller logs
• the principles, operation and errors of electro-magnetic logs
• the principles, operation and errors of doppler logs
• how to distinguish between the actual quantities measured in each case
• how a doppler log can be used for berthing a vessel

1.2.13 Understanding the principles of satellite navigation systems

• the Navstar Satellite system (GPS)
• the information transmitted by the system
• how pseudo-range is measured
• how independent range errors are calculated to give user clock error and hence

the true position of the observer
• the errors associated with the system
• the use of Differential GPS
• how real time kinematic GPS works and how this can be used in the navigation

and berthing of a vessel
• how the Glonass systems works
• the concept of the Galileo system
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Outcomes and assessment criteria

1.2 Outcome Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Identify all relevant data to
compile a pilotage plan

list all the data concerning the intended
passage

list the sequence in which the data should be
considered

list any contingencies that need to be
considered

list any alternatives to the proposed plan

2 Identify the route to be followed identify the proposed track

identify any known hazards

identify the proposed speed on every leg of the
plan

identify any shallow areas throughout the
proposed plan

3 Understand that safe water must
be maintained

explain how the no-go areas can be found and
highlighted on the plan

explain how tidal windows can be calculated

list the data that can be consulted to obtain the
tidal heights

explain how the minimum underkeel clearance
can be calculated

explain how the actual tide may differ from
predicted

4 Evaluate the plan to ensure that
the vessel can be kept to the
proposed plan

explain how the courses and speeds for each
track are calculated

explain how the estimated position and time
can be obtained for each leg of the plan

explain how the vessel's speed could be altered
to arrive at critical point at the correct time
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5 Understand the berthing
arrangements for the vessel

explain how to ascertain whether the berth is
available or not

explain all the information the pilot will need
prior to commencing to berth the vessel

6 Understand the variables that
could effect the proposed pilotage
plan

explain how the tide may effect the proposed
time at the end of each leg

explain how variations in the weather could
effect the speed on any leg

explain why a variation in speed could effect
the underkeel clearance

explain circumstances that could cause the
plan to be modified

7 Understand the limitations that
may be imposed on the proposed
plan

explain how the type and handling of a vessel
could cause a mobilisation of the plan

explain the importance of being at critical
points at the stated time

explain actions that could be taken if the vessel
cannot be at a critical point at the stated time

8 Understand the manoeuvring
characteristics of the vessel

explain how wheel-over positions are obtained

demonstrate an understanding of the
manoeuvring data of the vessel

explain how the rate of turn can be increased
or decreased if the vessel is not following the
desired track

explain how the vessel speed may have to be
altered due to other traffic

9 Understand the importance of
transits and clearing bearings

explain how transits can be used to monitor
the vessel's track

explain how to alter course if the vessel is not
keeping to the transit line

explain how clearing bearings can be used to
ensure the vessel is not running into danger

explain how clearing bearings can be
obtained from the chart

explain how an experienced pilot can use
natural transits not found on the chart to help
monitor the vessel's progress along the track
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10 Understand the possible hazards
that the vessel could encounter

explain how abort position should be identified
at critical points during the passage

explain any contingency plans should the
vessel have to abort the passage

explain the use of emergency anchorages or
holding areas if the plan has to be altered

11 Appreciate the importance of tug
requirements

explain where tugs are likely to be engaged

explain where to obtain information on the
number and names of the tugs to be employed

explain the working relationship between the
pilot and the tug master

12 Appreciate the importance of
checking the proposed plan

explain how the proposed pilotage plan
should be discussed with the master and
compared with the vessel's pilotage plan

explain how once the proposed plan has been
agreed with the master this should be agreed
with port authority

understand that the vessel should not proceed
until the plan has been discussed and agreed
with all the relevant authorities

13 Understand the importance of
knowing all the radio working
frequencies

demonstrate a knowledge of the working and
calling channels of the following
• VTS
• tugs
• berthing master
• pilot vessel & pilot station

explain which radio channels should be
monitored during each stage of the passage

explain the correct procedure in sending radio
messages
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1.3 Re-assess the plan and modify as necessary

1.3.1 Amending and modifying the plan

• the importance of appreciating that the pilotage plan may need to be amended
• why the plan must be closely monitored throughout its execution
• factors that may affect the execution of the plan
• the importance of a proper contingency plan

1.3.2 Reasons for changing the plan

• appreciating that a change in circumstance may affect the pilotage plan
• the effect of a change in timing for the passage on tides, currents and other

factors
• how the prevailing weather conditions can affect the plan and the manner in

which it is executed
• factors that will determine whether a tidal height is at prediction or differs from

prediction

1.3.3 Weather conditions

• the effect of changes in weather conditions
• the likely impact of inclement weather during the passage including high winds and

reduced visibility
• the importance of planning for changes in weather conditions

1.3.4 Other vessels

• the effect of the movement of other vessels, especially large vessels, on other
vessels within the pilotage area

• the importance of broadcasting the movements of large vessels
• the importance of keeping up-to-date information on the movement of large

vessels within the pilotage area.
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Outcomes and assessment criteria

1.3 Outcome Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must demonstrate
the ability to:

1 Appreciate that the pilotage
plan may need to be amended

explain why the proposed plan must be reviewed at
each stage of the route

identify problems that may cause the plan to be
altered

explain the actions to be taken if the plan has to be
amended in any way

2 Appreciate that a change in
circumstances may affect the
pilotage plan

describe how a change in the sailing time can alter
the whole plan

describe how the weather could affect the time of
sailing and hence the plan

describe how a cut or increase in the predicted tidal
height could affect the proposed plan, and the
possible action that could be taken

describe any other condition that could affect the
proposed plan and the possible action that could be
taken

3 Appreciate that changes in the
weather could affect the plan

explain why the weather should be closely monitored
during the passage

describe how changes in the weather during the
passage could affect the plan and the possible
action that could be taken

4 Appreciate that other vessels
could cause a change in the
plan

explain why it is necessary to monitor closely the
movement of all other traffic

explain why it is necessary to confirm the time other
vessels will be leaving the berth

explain why it is necessary to confirm the time other
vessels will be at critical points during the passage

5 Appreciate that a change in
departure time must be made
known

explain why a change in the departure time may
affect other vessels movements

explain why it is necessary to broadcast any changes
in the departure time to all relevant parties

list relevant parties that must be informed
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2 Embarking & Disembarking

2.1 Preparing for Pilot transfer

2.2 Transferring a pilot underway

2.3 Transferring a pilot when not underway

Description of unit

This unit provides the student with the knowledge of equipment and regulations to make
preparations and understand the safety requirements when transferring to and from a
vessel.

Pilot transfer can take place when the vessel is underway, at anchor, moored, or
alongside a berth.  Transfer may be made by pilot boat, helicopter, directly from the
shore, or from another vessel.  The safety of the pilot and other personnel is paramount,
requiring effective communication and co-operation between all parties.

This unit is in three parts, covering necessary preparations for embarkation or
disembarkation by boat, transfer to or from a vessel that is underway, and transfer when
the vessel is at anchor, moored or alongside.
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2.1 Preparing for Pilot transfer

2.1.1 Understanding the factors affecting sea conditions

• use of Metfax, Navtex, shipping forecast to estimate conditions of sea and swell
• local conditions and effect of weather conditions
• local effects of sea and swell in the transfer area
• basic meteorology of frontal systems and forecasting
• effects of tides in local area

2.1.2 Choosing the correct transfer area

• effect of sea and swell on launches handling characteristics
• use of Admiralty Sailing Directions
• knowledge of the shipping routes in the area
• local bye-laws
• knowledge of the IRPCS
• pilotage planning in pilotage waters
• charts and charted information
• local routeing arrangements

2.1.3 Communicating with the incoming vessel

• GMDSS (ROC) certificate
• Admiralty List of Radio Signals
• local harbour bye-laws
• Port Control Regulations
• local VTS/VTMS procedures
• standard marine vocabulary

2.1.4 Ensuring personal safety of pilot and launch crew

• personal protective equipment regulations
• personal survival techniques
• recovery of persons from the water
• equipment on board pilot launch
• interaction between ship and launch

2.1.5 Understanding pilot ladder/boarding arrangements

• Pilot Ladder Regulations
• IMO Regulations
• safety equipment for pilot boarding area
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Outcomes and assessment criteria

2.1 Outcome Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Understand the factors affecting
sea conditions

analyse information from local weather
charts

use local weather reports

interpret weather conditions

operate the navtex

consult the coxswain on the likely conditions

understand the significance of the barometer
and barograph readings

2 Choose the correct transfer area understand the launch’s handling
characteristics

understand the characteristics of various ship
types

interpret the local bye-laws

interpret charted information accurately

use Admiralty Sailing Directions

understand local routeing arrangements

understand principles of pilotage planning

understand the likely increase in draft of the
vessel in a seaway

3 Communicate with the incoming
vessel

hold a GMDSS (ROC) certificate

understand the ALRS

understand the local port regulations

operate the port VTS/VTMS frequencies and
understand their requirements

understand the standard marine vocabulary
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4 Maintain personal safety of pilot
and crew

use the PPE correctly

recover persons from the water

survive in cold water

understand interaction between ship and
launch

understand the effect on the vessel of
reducing speed

understand the effect on the vessel of the
sea/swell at reduced speed

5 Understand Pilot Ladder
Regulations

understand the requirements of the IMO
Pilot Ladder Regulations

understand the IMO pilot information  
requirements

make use of the safety equipment fitted to
the launch

2.2 Transferring a pilot underway

2.2.1 Maintaining radio communications

• GMDSS ROC certificate
• use of ALRS
• local regulations
• Standard Marine Vocabulary

2.2.2 Monitoring conditions at chosen boarding point

• use of NAVTEX
• receive METFAX
• knowledge of basic meteorology
• pilotage planning principles
• knowledge of local conditions
• understanding of charted information

2.2.3 Maintaining personal safety during transfer

• Code of Safe Working Practices for Merchant Seamen
• IMO Pilot Ladder regulations
• use of PPE
• SAR procedures
• personal survival techniques course
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2.2.4 Communicating with port control and VTS station

• local radio frequencies
• ALRS
• Admiralty Sailing Directions

2.2.5 Maintaining safety during helicopter operations

• M Notices
• helicopter operations HMCG
• MERSAR Manual
• UK SAR Manual

Outcomes and assessment criteria

2.2 Outcomes Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Maintain radio communications ensure communication between ship and
launch

discuss with ship master boarding
procedures

communicate preparations required by the
ship for pilot boarding

assess the understanding of the master to
pilot’s requirements

understand standard marine vocabulary

2 Monitor conditions at chosen
boarding point

interpret weather information from weather
reports, NAVTEX and weather charts

interpret likely conditions using local
knowledge of the effects of the current
weather and tides at the boarding area

make decisions on the safety of boarding in
the current conditions

develop contingency plans to counteract
poor conditions
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3 Maintain personal safety during
transfer

understand safe boarding techniques

understand safe use of manropes, safety
harness and PPE

ensure the pilot boat crew are wearing
appropriate safety equipment during transfer

check the requisite personnel are available
on the vessel to ensure safe boarding

instruct the master to proceed at a safe
speed and direction during the transfer

4 Communicate with port
control/VTS station

maintain communication with port control
and VTS

interpret likely dangers of other ship
movements during the transfer operation

inform master and port control of pilotage
plan after disembarkation

5 Maintain safety during helicopter
operations

understand requirements for helicopter   
approach to vessel

understand requirements for clear decks for
safe approach

understand ditching procedures for
helicopter crew

maintain communications between ship and
helicopter during winching operations

understand the dangers of static build up
during helicopter operations

2.3 Transferring a pilot when not underway

2.3.1 Maintaining radio communications

• GMDSS
• ALRS
• local port information
• Admiralty Sailing Directions

2.3.2 Maintaining a lee during transfer

• ship’s pilot card
• local tide and current atlas
• weather forecast and local weather reports
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2.3.3 Maintaining personal safety

• COSWP
• Pilot Ladder Regulations
• Gangway regulations

2.3.4 Maintaining safe boat operations

• planning guides
• pre-boarding checklists
• Pilot Ladder Regulations

Outcomes and assessment criteria

2.3 Outcome Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must demonstrate
the ability to:

1 Maintain radio
communications

ensure communication between ship and launch

discuss with ship master boarding procedures

communicate preparations required by the ship for
pilot boarding

assess the understanding of the master to pilot’s
requirements

understand standard marine vocabulary

2 Maintain a lee during transfer using rudder/engines and thruster to adjust ships
position

using tide/current in locality to adjust position

3 Maintain personal safety understand the dangers and use of appropriate PPE

communicate with the ship to ensure ladder/gangway
is secure and manned

recognise safe rigged gangway/boarding
arrangements

ensure the area is properly lit before boarding

4 Maintain safe boat operations ensure boatmaster understands the proposed
manoeuvre

brief boat’s crew on plan

ensure safety equipment properly rigged and
operating

ensure that the pilot ladder is properly rigged
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3 Assessing standards on the piloted vessel

3.1 Evaluating the conduct of the vessel

3.2 Assessing the vessels condition and evaluating the crew

3.3 Evaluating and responding to deficiencies

Description of Unit

This unit provides the student with knowledge of auditing and assessment techniques for
evaluating a vessel’s condition and performance.

It provides the student with the knowledge to identify pilotage critical equipment and
operational procedures and also addresses the issues of identifying and reporting
deficiencies.
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3.1 Evaluating the conduct of the vessel

3.1.1 Understanding the various means of communication between ship and
shore and ship to ship

• use of the Standard Marine Vocabulary
• methods used to communicate and their restrictions
• communication listening arrangements on board

3.1.2 Having knowledge of a vessel’s normal approach from sea

• reducing to manoeuvring speed
• use of traffic separation schemes, deep draft restrictions, IRPC requirements

when in the vicinity of other vessels
• factors affecting accuracy of ETAs or ETDs: commercial reasons, port state

control, draft restrictions, daylight arrival/sailing requirements, equipment
failure, weather delays

3.1.3 Knowing the relevant provisions of the IRPC

• lights and shapes to be shown: arcs of visibility, colour, range, location for
various vessel types and operations

• sound signals in clear and restricted visibility

3.1.4 Being aware of restrictions on crew availability

• minimum manning certificate
• STCW restrictions on working hours to prevent fatigue

3.1.5 Understanding international and local requirements for safe access to the
vessel, including pilot boarding arrangements

• legislation for safe access to ships
• the correct rigging for a pilot ladder and/or combination ladder rig
• the specific requirements for the construction of pilot ladders
• ancillary equipment required when a pilot vessel is to be used

3.1.6 Being able to appreciate the restrictions in a vessel’s response and the
ability to manoeuvre

• slow speed manoeuvring in normal conditions when approaching port
• loss of steering
• wind and/or tide effect on manoeuvring in open sea and port           

approach
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Outcomes and assessment criteria

3.1 Outcomes Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Understand the various means of
communication between ship
and shore and ship to ship

analyse the advantages and disadvantages
imposed by different methods of
communication

use the Standard Marine Vocabulary

2 Have knowledge of a vessel’s
normal approach from sea

analyse the navigational hazards imposed
during the approach phase to a port

analyse the reasons affecting a vessels ETA or
ETD

3 Know the relevant provisions of
the IRPC

state the requirements of the IRPC for various
ship type, size and operations

4 Be aware of restrictions on crew
availability

explain the factors affecting the availability of
the crew during pilotage

identify the relevant legislation concerning
crew working hours

5 Know international and local
requirements for safe access to
the vessel, including pilot
boarding arrangements

identify the regulations concerning safe access

explain the correct rigging of pilot ladders

examine the likely consequences of non-
compliance

6 Be able to appreciate the
restrictions in a vessel’s response
and the ability to manoeuvre

analyse the manoeuvring characteristics of a
range of vessels in open waters

analyse the cause and effect of loss of critical
equipment during the port approach phase

estimate local weather conditions by
observation and the effect on a vessel’s ability
to manoeuvre
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3.2 Assessing the vessel’s condition and evaluating the crew

3.2.1 Understanding the principles of auditing and assessment

• how to measure performance and condition against a standard
• achieving consistency of audit
• ability to achieve objectivity
• standard reporting formats
• the legal status and obligations of an auditing or assessment role

3.2.2 Having knowledge of shipboard quality and safety management systems

• ISO series aims and objectives
• ISM Code aims and objectives

3.2.3 Understanding ship vetting and inspection schemes commonly in use on
merchant vessels

• OCIMF/SIRE scheme
• CDI scheme
• bulk carrier schemes
• differences in approach between the schemes
• the role and limitations of Port State Control

3.2.4 Being able to identify unsafe conditions of pilotage critical equipment and
procedures

• Load Line items
• mooring equipment guide lines
• communication skills on board
• pilot information exchange
• crew organisation
• condition of bridge equipment
• status of main engine, auxiliaries, steering gear and bow thrusters
• navigational charts and publications
• cargo specific hazards and hazard prevention procedures including pollution

prevention
• maintenance of watertight integrity and reserve buoyancy
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Outcomes and assessment criteria

3.2 Outcomes Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Understand the principles of
auditing and assessment

analyse a typical auditing process, identifying
how consistency and objectivity is achieved

identify the legal issues surrounding auditing
processes

2 Have knowledge of shipboard
quality and safety management
systems

analyse the function of the ISM Code and its
role in achieving a high standard of safety
management

analyse the ISO series of quality management
standards and their role in a ships condition
and operation

3 Understand ship vetting and
inspection schemes commonly in
use on merchant vessels

identify the main ship vetting schemes used to
inspect merchant ships and identify their
differences in approach to assessing an
acceptable standard

analyse the role of Port State Control in
maintaining standards

4 Be able to identify unsafe
conditions of pilotage critical
equipment and procedures

explain the various critical equipment and
procedures needed during the pilotage of a
vessel

analyse the organisation of the crew,
communication skill and the exchange of
information

identify failures or deficiencies in vessel
equipment and procedures

explain the hazards posed by specific types of
cargo and identify the required legislation
concerning their carriage
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3.3 Evaluating and responding to deficiencies

3.3.1 Being aware of sources of information with regard to a vessel’s inspection
history

• ship vetting reports
• Port State Control reports
• USCG Ship inspection reports
• Class Society certification and conditions of class attached
• Lloyds casualty reports
• ISM Code internal and external audits
• port records

3.3.2 Knowing the main sources of reference for equipment and procedures on
a merchant vessel

• IMO Conventions including SOLAS, MARPOL
• International Load Line Regulations
• Bridge Team Management
• OCIMF Mooring Guidelines
• ISGOTT
• IBC Code, IGC Code, BC Code, BLU Code, IMDG Code

3.3.3 Knowing deficiency reporting procedures

• reporting at a level appropriate to the deficiency
• reporting channels: master, owner, harbour authority, Port State, Flag State,

ILO

Outcomes and assessment criteria

3.3 Outcomes Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Be aware of sources of
information with regard to a
vessels inspection history

explain how to access the available
documentation on a vessel’s inspection history
that is in the public domain

2 Know the main sources of
reference for equipment and
procedures on a merchant vessel

identify the required legislation and codes of
practice relating to equipment and procedures
critical to the pilotage of the vessel

3 Know deficiency reporting
procedures

analyse the level at which given deficiencies
need to be reported

explain the correct procedure for reporting
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4 Co-operating with the bridge team and functioning within
it

4.1 Exchanging relevant information

4.2 Assessing the bridge team’s capabilities

4.3 Integrating with the bridge team

Description of unit

This unit establishes the imperative of close co-operation between the pilot and others in
the bridge management team, and importance of the pilot’s full integration into that
bridge team. It emphasises the need for clearly establishing the relationship between the
master and pilot, and the importance of a full exchange of relevant information,
specifically including any deficiencies of the vessel, of navaids, and of changes or
operations taking place within the port.  It covers the need for an ongoing assessment of
the capabilities, competence and willingness of the bridge team, the conduct of the
master, and any observed deficiencies of the team or vessel.
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4.1 Exchanging relevant information

4.1.1 Appreciating the importance of early discussion and agreement of the
port pilotage plan with the master so that necessary amendments can be
made to the vessel’s pilotage plan

• route and waypoints
• speeds
• wheelover points
• contingency plans

4.1.2 Understanding the need for providing the master and bridge team with
information on local factors

• expected traffic
• port operations in progress
• critical stages of the passage
• details of the berth
• details of any locks that need to be transited
• recent local Notices to Mariners
• defective navaids

4.1.3 Understanding the need for receiving from the master and bridge team
any information on factors relating to the vessel

• current position
• movements of vessels in the area
• handling and manoeuvring characteristics of the vessel
• deficiencies of the vessel
• special berthing or mooring requirements

4.1.4 Stating the requirement for sighting all appropriate ship’s documentation

• Pilot Card
• dangerous goods plans and documents

4.1.5 Appreciating the importance of securing agreement on the level and type
of support required from the bridge team and ship’s crew during the port
passage

• monitoring traffic
• maintaining position plot
• monitoring and adjusting vessel’s navigation aids
• record keeping
• communications with crew and engine room
• anchoring, mooring, securing teams

4.1.6 Understanding the need throughout the port passage for keeping the
bridge team informed and advised of the pilot’s intentions

• lines of communication
• plans and expectations
• contingencies
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Outcomes and assessment criteria

4.1 Outcome Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Appreciate the importance of early
discussion and agreement of the port
pilotage plan with the master so that
necessary amendments can be made
to the vessel’s pilotage plan

list the elements of a pilotage plan

describe what is meant by a berth-to-berth
pilotage plan

describe what is meant by a port pilotage
plan

explain why there may be differences
between berth-to-berth and port pilotage
plans, and the importance of removing
any that are significant

2 Understand the need for providing the
master and bridge team with
information on local factors

compare and contrast the sources of
information regarding local factors that
are available to the pilot, with those
available to the vessel

explain the importance of providing the
master and bridge crew with local
information

3 Understand the need for receiving
from the master and bridge team any
information on factors relating to the
vessel

list the types of information concerning
factors relating to a vessel that are of
interest to a pilot

explain the importance of a pilot being
informed of factors relating to a vessel
that is to be piloted, or that may be
encountered in pilotage waters

4 State the requirement for sighting all
appropriate ship’s documentation

list the documents that should be sighted
by a pilot when boarding both arriving
and departing vessels

explain the importance of verifying the
existence and content of these documents

5 Appreciate the importance of securing
agreement on the level and type of
support required from the bridge team
and ship’s crew during the port
passage

describe the types and levels of support
that should be provided to the pilot by
master, bridge team and ship’s crew

explain the need for agreement at the
commencement of a pilotage on the level
of support that will be provided
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6 Understand the need throughout the
port passage for keeping the bridge
team informed and advised of the
pilot’s intentions

identify the type of information that should
be provided to the bridge team by the
pilot

explain the importance of providing
information and advice on the pilot’s
intentions

discuss the possible consequences of
failure to provide this information

4.2 Assessing the bridge team’s capabilities

4.2.1 Understanding the importance of quickly ascertaining the level of
involvement that can be relied upon from the ship’s master

• welcome received on boarding
• exchange of information
• level of interest in local knowledge

4.2.2 Evaluating the bridge team in terms of numbers and their duties

• appropriate numbers
• allocation of responsibilities
• identify primary interface with the pilot

4.2.3 Evaluating members of the bridge team in terms of their preparedness for
the port passage

• familiarity with ship
• familiarity with equipment
• level of local knowledge
• understanding of port pilotage plan
• nautical knowledge and expertise
• willingness to co-operate

4.2.4 Ensuring that a high level of communication and comprehension is
maintained with the bridge team and mooring parties

• knowledge of English
• comprehension of instructions
• repeating instructions
• reporting deficiencies to the master/harbour master when appropriate.
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4.2.5 Evaluating the performance of the bridge team in terms of navigation
routines

• accurate plotting the vessel’s track and position
• use of appropriate, corrected chart(s)
• monitoring progress
• recording all passage information and engine movements
• monitoring navigation aids
• communication with pilot, the bridge team, ship’s crew and external parties

4.2.6 Ensuring the provision of competent helmsman and adequate lookouts

• monitoring the course and rudder indicator
• repeating orders
• prevailing conditions
• dedicated lookout
• timely and accurate reports from lookout

Outcomes and assessment criteria

4.2 Outcome Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Understand the importance of
quickly ascertaining the level of
involvement that can be relied upon
from the ship’s master

explain the advantages of active
involvement by the ship’s master

explain how the pilot might secure the
master’s interest and involvement in the
planned pilotage

2 Evaluate the bridge team in terms of
numbers and their duties

list the duties that need to be carried out
by members of the bridge team

describe the attributes/skills required of
team members allocated each duty

describe how combinations of certain
duties allocated to the same team
member may be inappropriate

3 Evaluate members of the bridge
team in terms of their preparedness
for the port passage

describe the knowledge, skills and
experience required of team members in
preparation for a port passage

explain the possible outcomes of poor
preparedness by bridge team

explain how the pilot may help improve
team preparedness
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4 Ensure that a high level of
communication and comprehension
is maintained with the bridge team
and mooring parties.

explain the need for good
communications during a pilotage

devise strategies for improving
communications with team members
whose first language is not English

justify the need for insisting that all orders
and instruction be repeated

describe procedures for reporting
inadequacies in communications

5 Evaluate the performance of the
bridge team in terms of navigation
routines.

describe the navigation routines that
should be performed by the bridge team

explain how a pilot may evaluate that
performance and seek improvement when
standards are not met

6 Ensure the provision of competent
helmsman and adequate lookouts.

describe how the performance of the
helmsman should be monitored

describe the factors that impact on the
need for lookout(s)

explain how inadequacies in helmsman or
lookout(s) may be rectified

4.3 Integrating with the bridge team

4.3.1 Efficiently complete handover between the master and pilot

• exchange of all relevant information
• handover is recorded and reported

4.3.2 Reaching agreement with the master as to who will manoeuvre the vessel
at all stages of the pilotage

• responsibility for manoeuvring in final berthing or immediate unberthing
• Master countermanding the pilot’s orders
• ascertaining immediately whether the master has assumed the conduct of the

vessel
• recording and reporting changes in navigational conduct of the vessel

4.3.3 Establishing how the bridge team intends to offer the required level of
support to the pilot, and respond immediately to any queries from them

• continued presence of master on bridge
• clarification of requirements
• allocation of supporting duties
• ability to perform duties
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4.3.4 Locating and understanding the operation of all relevant bridge
equipment controls

• radar motion, display and range
• engine and thruster controls
• steering options
• log types and control
• rate of turn indicators
• echo sounder display

4.3.5 Giving sufficient notice for crew to be at stations, ensuring time for the
bridge team to brief those responsible for the deck teams

• crew requirements
• allowance for possible crew fatigue
• ascertaining leaders of deck crews
• complexity of special requirements
• acknowledgement of instructions

4.3.6 Displaying a courteous, confident and professional approach at all times

• terms of address
• professional terminology
• clarity and precision of instructions
• cultural differences
• sexist/racist language

Outcomes and assessment criteria

4.3 Outcome Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Efficiently complete handover
between the master and pilot

describe the information that should be
exchanged between pilot and master

explain the importance of completing an
efficient handover, and of recording and
reporting it

2 Reach agreement with the master as
to who will manoeuvre the vessel at
all stages of the pilotage

explain why manoeuvring of the vessel
may be carried out by pilot or master at
different stages of the pilotage

detail the action to be taken in the event
that the master countermands the pilot’s
instructions/orders

explain the importance of recording and
reporting all changes in navigational
conduct of the vessel
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3 Establish how the bridge team
intends to offer the required level of
support to the pilot, and respond
immediately to any queries from
them.

explain the need for clearly
communicating the level of support
required of the bridge team

explain how duties should be allocated
between available members of the bridge
team

explain the importance of providing
immediate, clear response to any queries
from the bridge team or crew

4 Locate and understand the operation
of all relevant bridge equipment
controls

list the bridge equipment that may need
to be accessed directly by the pilot

describe the level of bridge equipment
operating knowledge that is required by
the pilot

explain the importance of a knowledge of
the various equipment types and their
modes of operation

5 Give sufficient notice for crew to be
at stations, ensuring time for the
bridge team to brief those
responsible for the deck teams

describe the range, difficulty and time
required for completing tasks carried out
by the various deck parties

understand work routines on modern
ships and the possibility of crew fatigue

explain the need for briefing of deck
team leaders

6 Display a courteous, confident and
professional approach at all times

use correct terms of address and
professional terminology

deliver instructions with clarity and
precision

account for cultural differences and avoid
discriminatory expression
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5 Liaising and Communicating within the port

5.1 Communicating by radio

5.2 Communicating by other means

5.3 Co-operating with other port team members

Description of unit

This unit provides the student with the knowledge required to liaise and maintain
communications between the pilot and the rest of the port team.  Communications may
be by radio, visual and written means.  This unit will provide the knowledge to
communicate in a consistent and recognised manner.
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5.1 Communicating by radio

5.1.1 Understanding the preparations required to ensure a communications link

• channels in use
• call signs of all stations
• spare batteries for portables
• portables – ensure channel is common with base set

5.1.2 Appreciating the importance of testing radio communications before use

• checking all stations are present
• channel selected is available and suitable
• no “blind spots”

5.1.3 Understanding the requirement for correct radio procedures

• standard phrases
• use of English for non-English speakers
• ability to predict messages during poor radio conditions

5.1.4 Understanding the limitations of radio communications within a local area

• awareness of blind spots where communications may fail
• other users causing interference
• external sources of interference

5.1.5 Identifying the appropriate times to transmit position and status reports

• pilotage plan key points
• difficult manoeuvres

5.1.6 Understanding the requirement to obtain VTS or Port Control approval
before undertaking certain tasks

• pilotage plan key points
• difficult manoeuvres
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Outcomes and assessment criteria

5.1 Outcome Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Understand the preparations
required to ensure a
communications link

list the pre-sailing checks

set up a radio for operation

2 Appreciate the importance of
testing radio communications
before use

carry out a full radio check

3 Understand the requirement for
correct radio procedures

pass a message as directed

4 Understand the limitations of
radio communications within a
local area

list the potential sources of interference to
radio signals

5 Identify the appropriate times
to transmit position and status
reports

identify key points from a pilotage plan

6 Understand the requirement to
obtain VTS or Port Control
approval before undertaking
certain tasks

identify the situation regarding VTS/port
control approval prior to execution

list communication procedures for key
points and manoeuvres during pilotage
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5.2 Communicating by other means

5.2.1 Appreciating the other means of communication available

• signal flags
• International Code of Signals single letters
• flashing light – Morse Code (4 words per minute)
• mobile phone in emergency
• fax
• telex
• e-mail

5.2.2 Appreciating the importance of written communications for records

• maintain a radio log
• keep any faxes/telexes
• used for evidence in enquiry

5.2.3 Appreciating the requirement to maintain an accurate list of contacts

• emergency numbers
• out of hours numbers
• names/jobs of personnel
• changes of call-signs

5.2.4 Having a knowledge of sounds, lights and shapes as stipulated in IRPCS,
and any local modifications

• IRPCS
• bye-laws
• harbour regulations

Outcomes and assessment criteria

5.2 Outcome Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Appreciate the other means of
communication available

list alternative methods of communication
use at least one other method

2 Appreciate the importance of written
communications for records

record a series of radio transmissions
accurately

3 Appreciate the requirement to
maintain an accurate list of contacts

identify the source of contact numbers

4 Have a knowledge of sounds, lights
and shapes as stipulated in the
IRPCS, and any local modifications

identify the commonly used sounds, lights and
shapes used to communicate information

list local signals
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5.3 Co-operating with other port team members

5.3.1 Appreciating the need to identify all relevant personnel involved in a
pilotage operation

• key personnel
• pilot launch crew
• tug crews
• VTS personnel
• Harbour Master
• other vessels

5.3.2 Appreciating the need to establish communications at the earliest
opportunity

• check communications can be established
• all team members are in contact

5.3.3 Appreciating the requirement for a detailed and agreed plan

• briefing of teams
• knowledge of procedures

5.3.4 Appreciating the need for a knowledge of the Port’s overall movement
plans

• standard operating procedures
• daily movements

5.3.5 Appreciating that the need to inform other station of any significant
change of plan

• delays
• equipment defects
• blockage of channel etc

5.3.6 Understanding the need for agreed procedures to resolve communication
failures within the team

• prevent confusion
• standard operating procedures
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Outcomes and assessment criteria

5.3 Outcome Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Appreciate the need to identify all
relevant personnel involved in a
pilotage operation

list the members of the team during a
normal operation

state the duties of each

2 Appreciate the need to establish
communications at the earliest
opportunity

understand the procedures for
establishing communications within the
port

3 Appreciate the requirement for a
detailed and agreed plan

create a plan for a pilotage operation

indicate all the key points

4 Appreciate the need for a knowledge
of the Port’s overall movement plans

indicate the impact of such a plan on the
plan created in 3 above

5 Appreciate the need to inform other
stations of any significant change of
plan

indicate the impact of such a plan on the
plan created in 3 above

6 Understand the need for agreed
procedures to resolve
communication failures within the
team

illustrate methods of overcoming
communication failure
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6  Transiting the pilotage district

6.1 Determining the vessel’s position

6.2 Monitoring the vessel’s progress

6.3 Navigating vessels

Description of unit

This unit provides the student with the knowledge required to safely guide a vessel
through the pilotage district.  It covers those factors inherent in safe navigation, such as
frequent position fixing, an awareness of possible obstructions and threats to safe
navigation and the adherence to a pilotage plan.  An awareness of the interrelationship
with other vessels in the district.  It brings together internal factors such as capabilities
and limitations of the vessel’s navigation equipment and potential errors, with external
factors such as tides, currents, limited visibility, channel/fairway restriction and local bye-
laws affecting traffic movement.
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6.1 Determining the vessel’s position

6.1.1 Identifying the appropriate means of fixing the vessel’s position in any
situation

• visual bearings
• leading lines
• radar
• GPS
• echo sounder

6.1.2 Appreciating the importance of cross-referring more than one method of
position fixing

• visual bearings
• leading lines
• radar
• GPS
• Echo sounder

6.1.3 Understanding the limitations of  different methods of position fixing,
particularly with reference to the use of floating aids

• fixed points
• effect of current on buoys

6.1.4 Appreciating the benefits of visual and electronic means of fixing and
when best to use each type

• accuracy of electronic navaids
• accuracy of visual sights
• compass errors

6.1.5 Identifying the bridge team’s procedures and conform when acceptable

• understand the principles of Bridge Team Management
• be aware of different company policies for Bridge Team Management

6.1.6 Understanding when positional data should be applied to the chart

• alteration of course
• disputed situations

6.1.7 Appreciating the benefits to be gained from Port Control and shore radar,
when available

• information available
• capabilities and limitations of shore systems

6.1.8 Appreciating the importance of ascertaining the errors of the vessel’s
compasses at the earliest opportunity, to allow them to be applied

• deviation
• gyro error
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6.1.9 Appreciating the requirement to assess the performance and accuracy of
the navigational equipment at the earliest opportunity

• radar
• echo sounder
• compasses

6.1.10 Understanding the need to assess the underkeel depth at frequent
interval, particularly at critical stages

• tidal state
• shallow water

6.1.11 Appreciating the need to resolve any ambiguity between the pilot’s and
bridge team’s calculated position immediately

Outcomes and Assessment Criteria

6.1 Outcome Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Identify the appropriate means of
fixing the vessel’s position in any
situation

list the advantages and disadvantages of
visual fixing

list the advantages and disadvantages of
electronic fixing aids

2 Appreciate the importance of cross-
referring more than one method of
position fixing

fix on a chart using a variety of methods

3 Understand the limitations of 
different methods of position fixing,
particularly with reference to the use
of floating aids

describe how floating navigation aids
should be identified

describe how they may be utilised in
obtaining a fix

4 Appreciate the benefits of visual
and electronic means of fixing and
when best to use each type

demonstrate the ability to select the
appropriate method of fixing

5 Identify the bridge team’s
procedures and conform when
acceptable

describe the primary aims of bridge
procedures

6 Understand when positional data
should be applied to the chart

list the occasions when a positional fix
should be plotted on a chart
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7 Appreciate the benefits to be
gained from Port Control and shore
radar, when available

describe how information from port
control and shore radar may assist the
pilot

8 Appreciate the importance of
ascertaining the errors of the
vessel’s compasses at the earliest
opportunity, to allow them to be
applied

describe the errors associated with gyro
and magnetic compasses

describe how these errors may affect safe
navigation

describe methods by which they may be
overcome 

9 Appreciate the requirement to
assess the performance and
accuracy of the navigational
equipment at the earliest
opportunity

describe methods by which the accuracy
of navigation equipment may be assessed

10 Understand the need to assess the
underkeel depth at frequent
interval, particularly at critical
stages

demonstrate the ability to calculate the
required and actual depth of water for
any given time

describe the various datums from which
depth may be measured

11 Appreciate the need to resolve any
ambiguity between the pilot’s and
bridge team’s calculated position
immediately

explain the importance of resolving any
differences

describe potential danger which may
arise from such differences

6.2 Monitoring the vessel’s progress

6.2.1 Appreciating that the vessel’s handling characteristics may alter during
the passage

• tidal stream
• squat
• shallow water effect

6.2.2 Appreciating the effect external forces; set, drift and leeway may have on
the vessel

• tidal stream
• wind
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6.2.3 Appreciating how the planned track may be maintained by the adjustment
of course and speed

• application of set
• application of leeway

6.2.4 Appreciating that the siting of the echo sounder transducer may have an
effect on the depth displayed

• underkeel
• depth of water

6.2.5 Appreciating the requirement to constantly monitor external forces and
equipment performance

• sea clutter
• rain clutter
• fog signals

6.2.6 Appreciating the need to arrive at key points in accordance with the plan

• pre-booking of  facilities
• delay to other operations

6.2.7 Understanding the requirement to utilise more than one method to assess
the speed of the vessel through the water and over the ground

• log
• GPS
• fixing

6.2.8 Understanding the need to be aware of changing situations and adopt
practices such as blind pilotage in good time

• contingency plans

6.2.9 Appreciating the need to have alternative strategies prepared for such
events as a tidal gate

• contingency plans
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Outcomes and assessment criteria

6.2 Outcome Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Appreciate that the vessel’s
handling characteristics may alter
during the passage

list those internal factors which affect the
handling of a vessel

list those external factors which affect the
handling of a vessel

2 Appreciate the effect external
forces; set, drift and leeway may
have on the vessel

demonstrate on a chart the effect of set, drift
and leeway

3 Appreciate how the planned track
may be maintained by the
adjustment of course and        
speed

demonstrate the ability to maintain eta at given
point on a planned track

4 Appreciate that the siting of the
echo sounder transducer may have
an effect on the depth displayed

describe how an echo sounder measures depth

5  Appreciate the requirement to
constantly monitor external forces
and equipment performance

describe how changing situations may affect
navigational equipment being used

describe how close quarter situations may be
avoided whilst maintaining a planned track

6 Appreciate the need to arrive at
key points in accordance with the
plan

identify the elements of a key point in a
planned track

explain the importance of maintaining the time
of arrival at such points

7 Understand the requirement to
utilise more than one method to
assess the speed of the vessel
through the water and over the
ground

list the advantages and disadvantages of using:
• logs
• GPS
• fixes

to calculate speed

explain the difference between speed through
the water and speed over the ground
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8 Understand the need to be aware
of changing situations and adopt
practices such as blind pilotage in
good time

describe the purpose of blind pilotage
procedures

describe how such procedures may be
implemented

list the occasions when blind pilotage should
be used

9 Appreciate the need to have
alternative strategies prepared for
such events as a tidal gate passage

describe the purpose of contingency plans

describe how the decision to implement such a
plan would be made

6.3 Navigating vessels

6.3.1 Identifying all means by which risk of collision may be minimised

• radar
• visual
• port radar

6.3.2 Ensuring that the optimum settings for the vessel’s radar used and
monitored throughout the passage

• range
• gain
• clutter clearing
• pulse length

6.3.3 Ensuring that blind pilotage procedures are rehearsed and ready for use

• contingency plans
• parallel index

6.3.4 Using a vessel’s manoeuvring systems with regard to the principles of
good seamanship

• ship handling
• signals

6.3.5 Maintaining liaison with the port team and adhere to Port Control
priorities to minimise close quarter situations

• information available

6.3.6 Appreciating the need to adhere to international and local regulations at
all times

• bye-laws
• national legislation
• international legislation

6.3.7 Appreciating the need to apply safety margins at all times
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• understand principles of ‘no-go’ areas
• understand importance of safety margins in the pilotage plan

6.3.8 Appreciating the need to monitor closely the movement of other vessels
in the vicinity

• understand movement of other vessels may affect own ship’s movements

6.3.9 Appreciating the need for a competent helmsman to be available
whenever an automatic steering system is in use

• limitations of autohelm
• mechanical failure

6.3.10 Appreciating the need to assess gyro courses following any alterations

• ballistic error

6.3.11 Ensuring anchors are available for immediate use in an emergency

• emergency stop

6.3.12 Appreciating that past and present adverse weather conditions may affect
the performance of both crew and electronic navaids

• tiredness
• degradation of equipment
• rain & sea clutter on radar
• pitching affecting echo sounder

Outcomes and assessment criteria

6.3 Outcome Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Identify all means by which risk of
collision may be minimised

describe how a risk of collision may be
identified:

• by radar
• visually

explain how such a risk may be
minimised or eliminated

2 Ensure that the optimum settings for
the vessel’s radar used and
monitored throughout the passage

demonstrate the ability to set up a radar
display for use
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3 Ensure that blind pilotage
procedures are rehearsed and
ready for use

demonstrate the ability to carry out blind
pilotage

demonstrate the ability to construct and
use parallel index lines

4 Use a vessel’s manoeuvring systems
with regard to the principles of
good seamanship

demonstrate a knowledge of the IRPCS

5 Maintain liaison with the port team
and adhere to Port Control
priorities to minimise close quarter
situations

explain the importance of liaising with
port authorities

demonstrate a knowledge of the
information available from port
authorities and shore radar

6 Appreciate the need to adhere to
international and local regulations
at all times

demonstrate an understanding of
pilotage regulations

demonstrate an understanding to the
status of bye-laws

7 Appreciate the need to apply safety
margins at all times

demonstrate the use of clearing bearings,
dead ranges and safety margins

8 Appreciate the need to monitor
closely the movement of other
vessels in the vicinity

demonstrate a knowledge of critical
passing areas within the district and areas
in which other ship movements would
affect own ship passage

9 Appreciate the need for a
competent helmsman to be
available whenever an automatic
steering system is in use

describe the advantages and
disadvantages of automatic steering
systems

10 Appreciate the need to assess gyro
courses following any alterations

explain why a gyro compass may not
always be reliable following an alteration
of course

11 Ensure anchors are available for
immediate use in an emergency

explain what actions may be taken in an
emergency

12 Appreciate that past and present
adverse weather conditions may
affect the performance of both crew
and electronic navaids

understand the effect of fatigue on bridge
team

identify how navaids may be affected by
adverse weather conditions
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7 Manoeuvring vessels in harbours and their approaches

7.1 Handling different types and sizes of vessels

7.2 Manoeuvring in different locations and conditions

7.3 Working with tugs

7.4 Arriving at and departing from berths, buoys, moorings, locks and
anchorages

Description of unit

This unit provides the student with knowledge of manoeuvring vessels within the pilotage
district.  It covers those factors internal to the ship such as propulsion and steering
systems, size, draught and hull form, together with external factors like tides, wind, water
depth and breadth of channels.  It brings together internal and external factors for a
consideration of their effects on manoeuvring characteristics in general, stopping
distances, turning circles, pivot points and centres of pressure and effort, leeway, drift,
interaction, squat, bank effect and the use of tugs and mooring boats.
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7.1 Handling different types and sizes of vessels

7.1.1 Identifying the factors that should be taken into account to maintain
control of the vessel at all times with appropriate safety margins

• the type of vessel, its power and manning level
• the vessel’s draught and condition
• any history of the vessel
• the state of tide, wind speed and direction
• availability of tugs
• interaction, squat and bank effect

7.1.2 Appreciating the importance of ascertaining the manoeuvring
characteristics of the vessel at the earliest opportunity

• information from pilots who have previously handled the vessel or sister ship
• advice from ship’s master or agent prior to arrival if there are causes for

concern
• discussion with the master immediately upon arrival on the bridge
• information provided on the pilot card or ship’s manoeuvring booklet

7.1.3 Evaluating the external factors that will impact on the planned
manoeuvring of the vessel

• tidal height and resultant underkeel clearance
• expected tidal flow at surface and at depth to ship’s draught
• the wind direction and strength
• air draughts
• dredging/maintenance/repair operations within the port
• availability and power of tugs

7.1.4 Understanding the operation, strengths and limitations of various
propulsion and steering systems

• right or left-handed propellers
• single or multiple screws
• fixed or variable pitch propellers
• open or Kort nozzles, fixed or steerable
• rudders and thrusters
• engine power and responsiveness; availability of stern power
• number of air starts available if appropriate

7.1.5 Understanding the impact that momentum of a ship has on speed
reduction and stopping

• the relationship between kinetic energy, mass and velocity
• optional strategies for speed reduction

7.1.6 Understanding the need to gain experience and knowledge of
shiphandling from the widest possible sources

• understudying and discussion with other pilots
• access to publications and M notices
• discussion with masters
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Outcomes and assessment criteria

7.1 Outcome Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Identify the factors that should be
taken into account to maintain
control of the vessel at all times
with appropriate safety margins

list those factors internal to the ship that affect the
pilot’s ability to maintain control of the vessel

list those factors external to the ship that affect
the pilot's ability to maintain control of the vessel

describe the forces acting on the vessel that are a
result of its interaction with the environment

2 Appreciate the importance of
ascertaining the manoeuvring
characteristics of the vessel at the
earliest opportunity

identify problems that may occur as a result of
inadequate knowledge of the vessel’s
manoeuvring characteristics

describe sources of information concerning a
vessel’s handling characteristics

3 Evaluate the external factors that
will impact on the planned
manoeuvring of the vessel

describe how tidal and meteorological factors
may affect a planned manoeuvre

describe how the availability and type of tugs
impact on a planned manoeuvre

describe how other port operations may impact
on a planned manoeuvre

4 Understand the operation,
strengths and limitations of
various propulsion and steering
systems

classify the propulsion and steering systems that
may be found on piloted vessels

describe the impact that various propulsion and
steering systems have on the manoeuvring
characteristics of vessels

5 Understand the impact that
momentum of a ship has on
speed reduction and stopping

demonstrate an understanding of the meaning
and importance of kinetic energy in relation to a
piloted vessel

describe and demonstrate how a controlled
reduction in speed may be achieved

6 Understand the need to gain
experience and knowledge of
shiphandling from the widest
possible sources

explain the importance of experience and
knowledge to a pilot

describe how the acquisition of experience and
knowledge may be achieved
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7.2 Manoeuvring in different locations and conditions

7.2.1 Identifying the resources required to manoeuvre a ship safely in all
conditions

• radio equipment
• radar and ARPA
• logs and rate of turn indicators
• VTS
• anchors
• tugs and linesmen
• ropes, wires and fenders

7.2.2 Planning and conducting manoeuvres to maximise the safety of the
vessel, crew, other craft and the environment

• plan and achieve required speed at critical points
• calculate and conduct wheel over points to plan
• secure tug(s) before critical stages
• prepare contingency plans for each stage of pilotage
• plan use of anchor(s) and execute to plan

7.2.3 Communicating requirements clearly and concisely to ship’s crew and
others

• agree pilotage plan with master
• secure master’s assurance that requirements will be met
• instructions to ship’s anchor/mooring parties acknowledged and understood
• requirements of tugs and linesmen acknowledged and understood
• any requirements of other port users communicated and acknowledged

7.2.4 Using a vessel’s manoeuvring characteristics to the best advantage during
pilotage operations

• propeller types, number and transverse thrust
• thrusters and position relative to pivot point
• effect of windage

7.2.5 Manoeuvring a vessel safely in shallow and restricted waters under
prevailing conditions

• speed adjustment and squat
• interaction when overtaking and passing
• expected tidal effect in shallow or narrow waters
• careful monitoring of ship’s wash

7.2.6 Manoeuvring a vessel with due regard for ship’s flare and overhang, and
for shore-based obstructions

• understand potential problems with flare and overhang
• agree reporting procedures concerning clearances forward
• plan safety margins from cranes and other shore obstructions
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Outcomes and assessment criteria

7.2 Outcome Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Identify the resources required to
manoeuvre a ship safely in all
conditions

list the shipboard equipment that should be
available and operational to carry out a safe
pilotage

list the port facilities that should be available to
assist in a safe pilotage

2 Plan and conduct manoeuvres to
maximise the safety of the vessel,
crew, other craft and the
environment

complete a detailed boarding-to-berth and
berth-to-disembarkation pilotage plan

carry out a pilotage in accordance with the
pilotage plan

3 Communicate requirements
clearly and concisely to ship’s
crew and others

select the most appropriate means of
communication for task in hand

communicate in a manner appropriate to the
ability, knowledge and training of the recipient

use appropriate nautical terminology

elicit feedback and confirmation of instructions

4 Use a vessel’s manoeuvring
characteristics to the best
advantage during pilotage
operations

adjust planning to account for the manoeuvring
characteristics of any vessel type

evaluate the forces and moments acting on a
vessel during a manoeuvre  

5 Manoeuvre a vessel safely in
shallow and restricted waters
under prevailing conditions

describe the relationship between speed,
underkeel clearance and squat

describe the effect of interaction when passing or
overtaking

estimate tidal effects in restricted waters

explain the need to be aware of wash generation
in piloted waters

6 Manoeuvre a vessel with due
regard for ship’s flare and
overhang, and for shore-based
obstructions

allow for flare and overhang when planning a
manoeuvre

establish communications with mooring stations
and docking master for reporting clearances
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7.3 Working with tugs

7.3.1 Discussing and agreeing the disposition of tugs, towing procedures and
any limitations imposed by prevailing conditions with the tugmaster(s)
prior to commencing the towing operation

• advice from tugmaster(s)
• pivot point and relative power of tugs
• relative manoeuvrability of tugs and allocated position
• tugs working over bow or on stern line

7.3.2 Communicating clearly and unambiguously with tugs

• selection of communication channel
• emergency communications
• prefixing orders with identification
• acknowledgement of orders
• warning tugmaster(s) of engine movements
• advise tugmaster(s) of next requirement

7.3.3 Possessing knowledge of the handling characteristics, capabilities and
limitations of the various types of tug, with specific knowledge of the tugs
in use at any time

• tug propulsion systems, bollard pull and manoeuvring characteristics
• preferred mode of operation
• towing gear available

7.3.4 Maintaining the vessel’s course and speed during tug connection or
disconnection at a level within the capabilities of the tug and acceptable to
its master

• consultation with tugmaster(s)
• interaction during tow connection
• interaction when disconnecting
• girting

7.3.5 Ensuring that any ship’s equipment used for towing operations, such as
tow lines and bollards, is of suitable design and adequate strength

• SWL of bollards, lines
• condition of ship’s equipment

7.3.6 Instructing ship’s crew in the correct and safe handling of tug lines,
particularly when letting go

• the use of messengers, particularly when letting go
• avoidance of chafe and sharp angles
• weight of towing gear and possible need for winches
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Outcomes and assessment criteria

7.3 Outcome Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must demonstrate
the ability to:

1 Discuss and agree the disposition
of tugs, towing procedures and
any limitations imposed by
prevailing conditions, with the
tugmaster(s) prior to commencing
the towing operation

select the most appropriate tugs for any planned
manoeuvre

place tugs in the optimum positions for the planned
manoeuvre and prevailing conditions

adjust plans to suit the preferred operating mode of
tugs

2 Communicate clearly and
unambiguously with tugs

select the most appropriate communication channel
and emergency communication method

identify intended recipient and elicit
acknowledgement of all instructions

provide appropriate warnings and notice of
intentions to tugmasters

3 Possess knowledge of the
handling characteristics,
capabilities and limitations of the
various types of tug, with specific
knowledge of the tugs in use at
any time

describe the characteristics of the various tug
propulsion systems and associated manoeuvring
characteristics

describe towing configurations and equipment
available

explain the meaning and importance of bollard pull

4 Maintain the vessel’s course and
speed during tug
connection/disconnection at a
level within the capabilities of the
tug and acceptable to its master

describe the dangers of interaction when a small
vessel is working in close proximity to a larger vessel
making way

describe the dangers associated with girting and how
they may be minimised

select an appropriate speed when operating with
tugs and during connection/disconnection of tow

5 Ensure that any ship’s equipment
used for towing operations, such
as tow lines and bollards, is of
suitable design and adequate
strength

ascertain or estimate the safe working load of ship’s
towing equipment and fittings

report on apparent condition and design of any
ship’s equipment used in the tow connection

6 Instruct ship’s crew in the correct
and safe handling of tug lines,
particularly when letting go

ensure ship’s crew is instructed in the requirements
for connecting and disconnecting the tow

monitor the connection arrangement to minimise
damage to towing gear
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7.4 Arriving at and departing from berths, buoys, moorings, locks and
anchorages

7.4.1 Discussing and achieving agreement concerning the proposed berthing or
departure with ship’s master, tugs, berthing master and
boatmen/linehandlers before commencing the operation

• communication channel
• importance of specialist advice
• approach and requirements of tugs
• number and types of lines, type of winch
• order of running lines
• selection of shore bollards/hooks
• manning level and availability of crew

7.4.2 Planning the operation with due regard for the effect of tides, currents
and wind

• tidal/current effect at surface and at depth
• lateral variations in tidal/current effect
• effect of wind at low ship speed

7.4.3 Seeking confirmation that ship’s engines, thrusters, steering gear and all
relevant equipment has been fully tested prior to arrival or departure

• pre-departure tests
• arrival tests including engines astern
• thrusters
• winches and windlass

7.4.4 Ensuring that ship’s crew are standing by and fully instructed before
operations commence

• leaders of fore and aft mooring parties to be fully informed
• adequate crew numbers at stand-by

7.4.5 Checking that all tugs, mooring boats and mooring lines are clear before
using engines, thrusters or anchors

• dangers of fouled propellers
• damage/disabling of tugs
• injuries to tug/boat crews

7.4.6 Using springs, lines, fenders and other appropriate equipment to assist
the operation as appropriate

• function of springs and lines
• use of springs to assist manoeuvring
• use of fenders
• dredging anchor(s)
• laying anchor off the berth
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Outcomes and assessment criteria

7.4 Outcome Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Discuss and achieve agreement
concerning the proposed
berthing/unberthing with ship’s
master, tugs, berthing master
and boatmen/linehandlers
before commencing the
operation

identify all parties to be consulted prior to
commencing berthing or unberthing

coordinate the efforts of all involved parties

plan a berthing to make optimum use of tugs,
mooring lines, bollards or hooks and personnel

2 Plan the operation with due
regard for the effect of tides,
currents and wind

estimate the effect of tide and wind on ship and
tugs

adjust operation for lateral variations in tidal flows

account for effect of wind, particularly at low ship
speed

3 Seek confirmation that the ship’s
engines, thrusters, steering gear
and all relevant equipment has
been fully tested prior to arrival
or departure

confirm the completion of pre-departure and
arrival checks

carry out propulsion and steering checks before
final commitment to departure

carry out astern engine manoeuvring checks prior
to arrival at the berth

4 Ensure that ship’s crew are
standing by and fully instructed
before operations commence

brief leaders of mooring parties

ensure that adequate crew numbers are at
arrival/departure stations

5 Check that all tugs, mooring
boats and mooring lines are
clear before using engines,
thrusters or anchors

describe how the dangers of fouling propeller with
mooring lines at berthing/unberthing may be
avoided

describe how damage to tugs and lines boats, or
injuries to their crews by untimely use of engines,
thrusters or anchors may be avoided

6 Use springs, lines, fenders and
other appropriate equipment to
assist the operation as
appropriate

describe how springs, lines and fenders may be
used to assist in berthing/unberthing

evaluate conditions under which dredging anchor(s)
may be an appropriate aid to manoeuvring

decide when an anchor should be laid on the
approach to a berth
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8 Reacting and responding to problems and emergency
situations

8.1 Assisting in the management of ship-board malfunctions and
problems

8.2 Dealing with emergencies

8.3 Facilitating problem solving

Description of Unit

A pilot has to have the ability to respond quickly and accurately to problems that occur
during the pilotage and especially to emergency situations.  Much of this ability is based
on experience but the general requirements of identifying potential risks to the act of
pilotage and the management of problem solving and emergency can be taught.
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8.1 Assisting in the management of ship-board malfunctions and
problems

8.1.1 Understanding the role of the pilot in the context of the operation of the
vessel in an emergency situation:

• the pilot’s role as an advisor on board
• the pilot’s duty as an employee or contractor of the Port
• the pilots duty to comply with statutory reporting requirements

8.1.2 Understanding the difference between a problem and an emergency

• what constitutes a problem
• what is an emergency?
• dealing with problems in a timely manner so they do not develop into an

emergency
• identifying the threat and consequences of inappropriate responses

8.1.3 Understanding the necessity to prioritise actions in the event of an
emergency

• why preserving life is paramount
• why maintaining the integrity of the vessel is important to the principle of

preserving life and protecting the environment
• protection of the port

8.1.4 Knowing that the act of pilotage may have to be aborted

• types of situations that may require the pilotage to be aborted
• identification of critical areas within the pilotage area

8.1.5 Understanding the importance of having a contingency plan to deal with
different incidents

• flexibility of planning
• contingency planning including identification of anchorage areas, grounding

areas, available water outside of buoyed channels, tidal effects, use of tugs,
communications and signals

8.1.6 Knowing how to communicate to other vessels and shore in the event of
an incident

• lights, shapes and sound signals associated with emergencies
• radio reporting procedures in event of safety of navigation, medical emergency

and distress
• ship to ship and ship to shore communication systems and protocols and

information required by various parties
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Outcomes and assessment criteria

8.1 Outcome Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Understand the role of the pilot in
the context of the vessel in an
emergency situation

analyse how the pilot integrates with the bridge
team

know that the pilot is an advisor to the vessel
and has specialist local knowledge

explain how the pilot can act as an effective
communicator between ship and other parties

2 Understand the difference between
a problem and an emergency

explain how to differentiate between problems
and emergencies

analyse how problems if not dealt with can
develop into emergencies

3 Understand the necessity to
prioritise actions in the event of an
emergency

analyse various scenarios/case studies

explain that the saving of life is paramount

explain that maintaining vessel integrity
contributes to saving life and protecting the
port and environment

4 Know that the act of pilotage may
have to be aborted

identify likely events that would require aborting

analyse when, during pilotage, aborting can
and cannot be done

5 Understand the importance of
having a contingency plan to deal
with different incidents

analyse the contents of a port contingency plan

identify the need for flexibility of planning to
cope with changing circumstances

explain the need for planning and training in
emergency management

6 Know how to communicate to other
vessels and shore in the event of
an incident

know lights, shapes and sound signals
associated with emergencies

know radio reporting procedures for safety of
navigation, medical emergency and distress

explain ship to ship and ship to shore
communication systems and protocols

identify information required to be transmitted
and received
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8.2 Dealing with emergencies

8.2.1 Knowing the requirements of the port safety plan and ship board
emergency plans

• applicability of the port safety plan to the act of pilotage
• the pilot’s role within the management of the port
• the pilot’s role in the emergency organisation of the ship
• action to be taken by the pilot in the event of an emergency
• reporting requirements within the plan

8.2.2 Knowing the support structures available to assist the vessel in an
emergency

• Port authority
• Vessel Traffic Service
• emergency services
• tugs and rescue craft, including helicopters
• incident response centres
• governmental pollution control units
• assistance of other vessels

8.2.3 Understanding how to minimise the effect of an incident

• methods of placing the ship in a position of safety
• man overboard procedures
• actions to be taken in event of breach of hull thorough grounding or collision
• contact with fixed objects
• reverting from gyro to magnetic compass
• emergency steering arrangements
• use of anchors in an emergency
• main engine controls
• back up electrical supplies available on board
• fire fighting arrangements on board ships
• access to dangerous goods data
• prevention and control of pollution

8.2.4 Understanding the necessity to report incidents and evaluate actions
taken in order to improve future responses to a problem or emergency

• report writing skills
• obtaining accurate data and information
• critical incident analysis
• feedback of lessons learnt

8.2.5 Understanding the importance of planning for and training in emergency
management

• critical analysis of various scenarios that could be encountered
• review of contingency plans for effectiveness
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Outcomes and assessment criteria

8.2 Outcome Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must demonstrate
the ability to:

1 Know the requirements of the
port safety plan

analyse the pilot’s role within the management of
the port

analyse the action of a pilot in the event of an
emergency

2 Know the support structures
available to assist the vessel in
an emergency

explain the function of port authorities, vessel traffic
services, incident response centres, pollution control
units

explain the use of thugs and other vessels in the
event of an incident

analyse the use of emergency services

identify on board resources for dealing with an
emergency

3 Understand how to minimise
the effect of an incident

analyse the methods of placing the ship in a
position of safety

explain man overboard procedures

identify the actions to be taken in the event of a
collision or grounding

analyse when deliberate grounding of the vessel
may be required

explain the actions to be taken in the event of gyro
failure

identify alternative arrangements for steering a
vessel

analyse the use of anchors in an emergency situation

identify the use of main engine controls and
alternative methods of control

identify alternative supplies of electrical power on
board ship

explain typical arrangements for fire fighting
available on ships

identify sources of information available for
dangerous cargoes on board

analyse pollution control methods
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4 Understand the necessity to report
incidents and evaluate incidents
taken in order to improve future
responses to an incident

analyse the ability to gather evidence

write coherent, objective and factual reports

identify the contributory factors surrounding an
incident

explain how the lessons learnt can be fed back

5 Understand the importance of
planning for and training in
emergency management

8.3 Facilitating problem solving

8.3.1 Know the typical arrangements of propulsion systems, engineering and
safety systems on merchant vessels

• marine diesel engines
• steam plant
• gas turbine
• starting mechanisms for main engines
• auxiliary engines
• steering gear

8.3.2 Understand the process of assessing problems and emergencies

• identifying reliable sources of information on board
• monitoring events as they happen
• anticipating outcomes
• consulting others for information and/or advice

8.3.3 Understand the effectiveness of exercising in simulated situations and the
use of simulators in dealing with emergencies

• bridge and ship simulators
• ‘live’ simulations
• major incident exercises
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Outcomes and assessment criteria

8.3 Outcome Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Know the typical arrangements of
propulsion systems, engineering 
and safety systems on merchant
vessels

analyse the characteristics of marine diesel
engines, steam plants and gas turbines
including the starting mechanisms for each

identify the main items of auxiliary
machinery and the effect of failure to the
manoeuvring of the ship

2 Understand the process of
assessing problems and
emergencies

identify instrumentation available to
monitor ships performance

analyse limitations of instrumentation

analyse how an holistic approach to
monitoring the pilotage can be achieved

identify signs of fatigue and other human
factors affecting the safety of the ship

identify alternative sources of information
to confirm findings

3 Understand the effectiveness of
exercising in simulated situations
and the use of simulators in
dealing with emergencies

explain the use of bridge and ship
simulators in emergency response

analyse the effectiveness of realistic live
exercises

analyse how to practice major incident
plans
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9 Managing personal and professional conduct and
development

9.1 Maintaining professional standards

9.2 Improving personal performance

Description of unit

This unit develops the student’s knowledge and understanding to enable the role to be
conducted in a professional and constructive manner such that the criteria contained
within the National Occupational Standards for Marine Pilots are satisfied.

The importance and methods of maintaining and improving personal competence and
performance will need to be clearly understood.
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9.1 Maintaining professional standards

9.1.1 Understanding the principles and provisions of organisational and legal
requirements of own organisational and other related shipping industry
organisations

• employment law; principles and safeguards for the individual
• legal requirements and statutory procedures
• the importance of correct procedure and documentation
• legislation relating to racism and sexism

9.1.2 Understanding how to establish and maintain constructive relationships
with colleagues and customers

• the need to establish mutual expectations and to clarify obligations and
reporting arrangements

• the effect of cultural factors of manager-subordinate relationships and the
tendency to ethnocentrism

• the need for briefing and communication
• the importance of genuine consultation when appropriate
• the giving of timely  and effective feedback
• responding constructively when consulted
• making proposals for change when consulted
• the effect of organisational and ethnic cultures

9.1.3 Understanding the causes of, and methods of minimising, inter-personal
conflict

• individual needs VS team and organisational requirements
• personality clashes VS role conflicts
• the effect of differing ethnic cultures
• differing sets of values and priorities
• ethnocentrism as a source of misunderstanding
• differing concepts of time and status
• the concept of ‘face’ and its importance in Eastern cultures
• sources of misunderstanding; when yes means no
• the individual at sea; living in the ship’s environment
• causes and effects of fatigue and stress

9.1.4 Understanding the regularity framework of inter-personal conflict

• company personnel policies and practices
• disciplinary and grievance procedures

9.1.5 Understanding the bounds of the Master/Pilot/Port Authority relationships

• understand the legal relationship between master/pilot/port authority
• understand the legal implications of compulsory and non-compulsory pilotage
• understand the legal implications if the pilot is unable to board or disembark
• understand the legal aspects of a pilot involved in a salvage operation

9.1.6 Being able to manage own time and resources effectively

• principles of effective time and resource management
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9.1.7 Understand the principles of safe working practices and legislative
requirements

• relevant Health and Safety Regulations
• Codes of Safe Working Practice applicable to the act of pilotage

Outcomes and Assessment Criteria

9.1 Outcomes Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Understand the principles and
provisions of organisational and
legal requirements of own
organisational and other related
shipping industry organisations

analyse a typical organisation structure,
identifying departmental functions, their
inter-relationships, channels and methods
of communication, quality assurance
systems

2 Understand how to establish and
maintain constructive relationships
with colleagues and customers

analyse the strategies for developing
effective teams and the methods for
meeting the needs of internal and
external customers

3 Understand the causes of, and
methods for, minimising inter-
personal conflict

analyse the causes of inter-personal
conflict and destructive behaviour

4 Understand the regularity framework
of inter-personal conflict

relate principles of current employment
law to organisational policies and
practices

5 Understand the bounds of the
Master/Pilot/Port Authority
relationships

outline the roles and extent and
limitations of authority of individuals and
organisations involved in the execution of
an act of pilotage

6 Be able to manage own time and
resources effectively 

develop an ability to task, prioritise and
manage time and resources

7 Understand the principles of safe
working practices and legislative
requirements

demonstrate a knowledge of relevant
statutory requirements for safe working
including code of safe working practices
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9.2 Improving personal performance

9.2.1 Being able to identify own development needs

• assessment of competence, current and potential
• individual key strengths and weaknesses
• present and future organisational requirements
• coaching for improved work performance
• career counseling
• performance appraisal and the identification of development needs

9.2.2 Being able to develop and implement a personal development plan

• taking ownership of self development
• setting personal development objectives
• opportunities and methods for self development, formal and informal
• the learning process; identifying development methods most suited to the

individual
• recognising potential obstacles to development
• time management

9.2.3 Being able to review and modify development plans as required

• reviewing progress with others
• mentoring

Outcomes and assessment criteria

9.2 Outcomes Assessment Criteria

To achieve each outcome a student must
demonstrate the ability to:

1 Be able to identify own development
needs

identify the current measures used to
establish own performance at work

2 Be able to develop and implement a
personal development plan

produce a personal career development
plan

3 Be able to review and modify
development plans as required

demonstrate progress against
development plan and any changes
required




